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Location of peru, and important 
mountains and reliefs of peru

Peru is located in South America, which borders to the north with the Republic of Ecuador; to the south, 

with that of Bolivia; to the east with the Portuguese territories or Brazil; and to the west, with the Pacific 

Ocean.

The most important mountains in Peru are Huayna Picchu, Vinicunca Mountain, Nevado Auzangate, 

Cordillera Huayhuash, Nevado Pastoruri, Canon del Sonche, Condor's Cross, Putucusi Mountain, 

Chachani…

Peru is geomorphologically divided by four very different levels of relief: The Coastal Desert Plain, the 

Andes Mountains or the Sierra, the Sub-Tropical Mountain (or Ceja De Selva) and the Amazon Rainforest.



The flags of Peru 
The flags that Peru has had are four:

The first flag of Peru: On October 21, 1820, General José de San Martín created the first 

Peruvian flag by decree. The crossing of two diagonal lines divided the flag into four 

fields. The top and bottom spaces were white, while the ends were red.

The second flag of Perú: Second National Flag of Peru was created by decree of Marquis 

of Torre Tagle, on March 15, 1822. It was replaced because it was confused with the flag 

of Spain.

The third flag of Peru: The Third National Flag of Peru was created by Torre Tagle, by 

decree of May 31, 1822, to avoid similarity with the Spanish flag.

The fourth flag of Peru: Fourth National Flag of Peru, created by decree of the 

Constituent Congress, came into force on February 25, 1825.



The traditions of Peru
Inti Raymi: The Festival of the Sun celebrated in Cusco, in honor of the sun god of the 

Incas.

Typical dances: Folkloric expressions that represent the cultural diversity of Peru, 

such as the huayno, the marinera, the diablada, the festejo, among others.

Alfajores: A traditional sweet consisting of two or more layers of dough filled with 

manjar blanco.



The typical customs of Peru.
The gastronomy, which reflects the diversity and richness of the country.

Typical dances, which express the identity and folklore of each region.

Craftsmanship, which showcases the creativity and talent of Peruvian artisans.

Religious festivals.

Fiestas patrias, which celebrate independence and national unity.



       the history of peru

Peru was born as a free and independent nation as a result of a long 
emancipation process, which began with the first rebellions of 
indigenous and Creole people, which had one of its highest moments in 
the declaration of national independence on July 28, 1821.

The declaration of independence was led by the 
Argentine liberator, Don José de San Martín, who 
carried out a long campaign that culminated with his 
entry into Lima accompanied by the liberating army that 
year.
 



Gastronomy of Peru
Some of the main dishes of Peruvian food are: pachamanca, tarwi stew, stuffed rocoto, Arequipeño 

adobo, Malaya,  spicy puca, olluquito with charqui, huatia, huancaína potato, ocopa and dishes made 

with guinea pig.

But the most typical dishes of Peru are: ceviche,lomo salteado, stuffed potato, anticucho, aji de 

gallina, causa limeña, rice with chicken… 
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